THE UBUNTU COMMUNITY

WHAT IS UBUNTU SERVER EDITION?

The Ubuntu community is what makes Ubuntu special, and we invite you to

Ubuntu® Server Edition is a powerful and flexible operating system for delivering network and
application services. A vast collection of open source server software is included, along with
the tools to harness and manage them. With Ubuntu Server Edition you can quickly deploy
common services such as web, email, file and database servers. It’s easy to install, hardened
by a strong security system and includes security updates throughout the life cycle.

participate in it too! Visit www.ubuntu.com/community to learn how.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
To install Ubuntu Server Edition, your server must have at least 128 MB of RAM
and 1GB of disk space.

PASS IT ON!
This CD can be used to install Ubuntu on an unlimited number of servers, so install it,
enjoy it and pass it on to your family, friends and colleagues!

Ubuntu Server Edition includes full virtualization helping you to create an energy-efficient
server environment that is both agile and robust. It also delivers everything you need to serve
your workgroup or enterprise.
Ubuntu Server Edition is community developed, commercially supported by Canonical
and offers free maintenance updates after release. This version will receive updates for 18
months. When the next version is released, you can upgrade to it for free.
For help please visit www.ubuntu.com/support

VISIT OUR SHOP

“Ubuntu” is an ancient African word that means “humanity to others”. This Linux distribution

To buy world class support and training for Ubuntu and official merchandise and

brings the spirit of Ubuntu to the software world.

software, please visit shop.canonical.com

UBUNTU IS SOFTWARE LIBRE
You are encouraged and legally entitled to copy, reinstall, modify, and redistribute this
CD for yourself and your friends. Share the spirit of Ubuntu!
Ubuntu is sponsored by Canonical Ltd. For more information, visit www.ubuntu.com
and www.canonical.com.
This Server Edition will run on Intel x86 based systems (including Intel Pentium, Intel Xeon and AMD Athlon).
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This software is released for free public use under several licenses. It is provided without warranty, without even the implied warranty of
merchantability, satisfactoriness or fitness for a particular use. See the license text included with each program for details. Source code
for Ubuntu can be downloaded from archive.ubuntu.com or can be ordered from Canonical at the cost of the media and shipping. Ubuntu, the
Ubuntu logo and Canonical are registered trademarks of Canonical Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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USE UBUNTU SERVER EDITION
To install Ubuntu® Server Edition, just place the CD in the CD-ROM drive of your server
and boot from it. Please follow the instructions carefully during installation. If you have
more detailed requirements than the defaults, such as assigning a static IP address,
selecting “Go Back” where available may provide access to more options. During
installation you will be able to specify usage of LVM, RAID or iSCSI volumes. Later on,
you can pick one or more of the installation scenarios that are presented, which will
select appropriate packages for installation.
Full documentation is available on this CD as well as online at help.ubuntu.com
Full product description is available at www.ubuntu.com/server

THE UBUNTU PROMISE
• Ubuntu will always be free of charge, including enterprise releases and
security updates

• Ubuntu comes with full commercial support from Canonical and hundreds
of companies around the world

• Ubuntu includes the very best translations and accessibility infrastructure
that the free software community has to offer

• Ubuntu CDs contain only free software applications; we encourage you to
use free and open source software, improve it and pass it on
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